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Arroyo

An empty desert 
creek overflows

in an instant 
from distant,

sudden
summer rains.



Madelinetosh Vintage 
   100% Superwash 
   Merino Wool
   200 yards/182 meters 
   per 100g skein
   420 yards total
   
Shown in Baltic

Gauge: 20 stitches over 20
   rows in garter equals 4x4” 
   unblocked.

1 US 8/5mm 
   circular needle   
   42” or longer
Tapestry needle
T-pins
Stitch markers
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Directions
Using long-tail method,
cast on 241 stitches.

Purl one row.

Work lace chart as directed. 

   Note:  Odd rows are 
      purled, with the first 
      stitch slipped 
      purlwise.

Knit one row.

Setting up shaping:

Row 1: Knit 125 stitches, 
   turn work.
Row 2: Knit 9 stitches, 
   k2 tog, k3, turn work.

Short row shaping:

Row 3: Knit to last stitch 
   before turn, k2 together,   
   k3, turn work.

Continue shaping to 
   ends of shawl. 

Bind off using 
   Jeny’s Surprisingly 
   Stretchy Bind-Off. 

Block piece to 60”, pinning 
   the edges first, the center 
   point next and then 
   working outwards. 

FAQs and other things
How much yarn does this really take?
Theoretically, Arroyo runs about 400 yards, however it 
   requires being stingy with the cast on and unraveling the 
   swatch. When I was knitting the prototype, I whipped up 
   two different gauge swatches and got fancy with the cast-on,    
   which left me a half row from finishing and no yarn. There 
   was an anxious wait for the UPS dude to bring me more, 
   so be sure to have extra on hand.

There are extra stitches at the end of the row and 
   I want  to finish. Now what? 
   K2 together and bind-off. 

How long did this take you?
   Six days from cast-on to blocking.


